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Spin and Rhyme 
Part A

• Work with a partner.

• 	The	spinner	has	some	words	from	‘The	Tale	of	Peter	Rabbit’	written	on	it.

•  Use a pencil and paperclip as a spinner.

• 	Flick	the	paperclip	to	find	a	word.

•  Both of you should try to write down one or more rhyming words  
on your whiteboard.

• 	Take	it	in	turns	to	flick	the	paperclip.

time

shed

net

pie

there

new

tree

gate
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Can you work together with your partner to write a short rhyming poem 
using the words you have listed today? Work on your whiteboards.

Challenge Task

Spin and Rhyme 
Part B

•  Work with a partner.

• 	The	spinner	has	some	words	from	‘The	Tale	of	Peter	Rabbit’	written	on	it.

•  Use a pencil and paperclip as a spinner.

• 	Flick	the	paperclip	to	find	a	word.

•  Both of you should try to write down one or more rhyming words  
on your whiteboard.

• 	Take	it	in	turns	to	flick	the	paperclip.
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thief

root
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fright

round

name
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Spin and Rhyme Answers
Part A
Example answers:
time - lime, crime, mime, climb, slime, rhyme
tree - key, me, she, flea, bee, knee, we, he, tee, pea, be, see, fee, free, three 
pie - try, cry, why, sigh, buy, dry, hi, high, sky, shy, my, die, dye, tie
there - where, wear, hair, bare, bear, care, share, dare, chair, tear, fair, scare, flair
gate - late, wait, plate, hate, great, eight, mate, straight, date, weight
new  - flew, chew, do, blue, grew, glue
net - bet, met, let, vet, get, set
shed - bed, bread, said, red, spread, head

Part B
Example answers:
could - should, wood, would, good, hood, stood
name - game, same, shame, frame, claim, came, blame, lame, tame, fame
fright - night, white, sight, light, height, flight, slight, mite, might, tight
straight - wait, late, gate, eight, great, hate, mate, date, weight
meet - eat, meat, treat, greet, sheet, sweet, street, sleet, wheat, heat
round - drowned, crowned, bound, pound, sound, ground, hound
root - shoot, boot, chute, cute, fruit, route, hoot, loot, flute
thief - leaf, chief, brief, grief, beef, reef

Example answer:

Peter Rabbit went out one night

And on that night, he had a fright.

He went right to the garden gate

Even though it was so late.

He heard a noise behind the wood

And the noise he heard, it was not good.

It was the most horrific sound

Like monsters beating on the ground.

Challenge Task


